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Vision Phrase 
 

‘Aim high and smile’ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
We are committed to safeguarding and ensuring the health, 
safety and well-being of all pupils in accordance with 
safeguarding procedures and guidance for staff outlined in 
the school’s Health and Safety, Child Protection, Security 
and Safeguarding policies. 
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Behaviour for  
Learning & Relationships Policy 

 
At West Hove Infants we recognise that this policy should relate to the behaviour of 
and relationships between all members of the school community.  We feel that positive 
relationships are the root of positive behaviour and attitudes to learning and we all have 
a part to play in building that positive foundation. The policy should be regarded as a 
“live” document; it should be readily available and be referred to as needed.   
 
This policy has been written after consultation and through discussion with staff, 
parents, governors and pupils and it reflects the values and principles that we 
collectively consider are important to the school.   
 
Values underpinning the policy are: 
 

1) All members of the school community are responsible for their own behaviour 
and for fostering positive relationships and communication with others.  We 
firmly believe that children learn by example and adults must act as positive 
role models in their behaviour and relationships.   

 
2) We believe that we all respond better to encouragement and support than to a 

negative response.  By focusing on positive behaviour and relationships and 
on the gifts and capacity that each member of the community brings to the 
school, we can support each other to make West Hove Infants a truly inclusive 
school where all members are equally valued. 

 
3) We believe that learning and teaching and behaviour are inextricably linked.  

We strive to ensure all pupils have full and equal access to the curriculum and 
know that by teaching social and emotional skills to our pupils we will make it 
easier for them to do so.   

 
4) We are all members of a learning community and regard any adult or child 

asking for help in any area as displaying a strength rather than a weakness.  
We strive to create a community where all members feel safe to learn, whatever 
their role.     

 
5) This policy, along with all policies in school, will be applied equally to all 

members of the school community regardless of their gender, race, religion, 
sexuality or any disability.  (Please refer to the school’s Equalities Policy for 
further details). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rights & Responsibilities: 
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At West Hove Infants we feel that all members of the school community have rights 
and responsibilities.  The following charter sets out what these are. 
 

STAFF  
(Boxes 1-3 also relate to any other adults working in school) 

RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITES 
 To be appropriately supported 

by peers and managers 
 

 To support peers and 
managers in return 

 To seek appropriate support 
when needed 

 To be listened to 
 
 To professionally share 

opinions 

 To listen to others 
 
 To respect others’ opinions 

 

 To be treated courteously by all 
others in school community 

 To treat others in the school 
community courteously 

 To help children to learn to be 
tolerant 

 To be made fully aware of the 
school’s systems/policies/ 
expectations 

 To make themselves fully 
aware of the school’s systems/ 
policies/ expectations and to 
support them in their practice 

 To receive appropriate training 
to increase skills and 
knowledge in all required areas 
of professional life 

 

 To take up, disseminate and 
put into practice any training 
received 

 To actively seek their own 
professional development 
opportunities 

 

CHILDREN 

RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES 

 To be treated with respect  To treat others with respect and 
tolerance 

 To be actively taught social and 
emotional skills  

 To try and use these skills as they 
grow and develop 

 To have Golden Rules which 
ensure safety in school and be 
taught how to stay safe 

 To follow the Golden Rules and 
therefore work and play safely  

 

 To feel that they can safely tell 
adults about their worries and 
concerns 

 To tell adults about their worries 
and concerns so that they can be 
addressed 

 To learn in a positive and 
supportive atmosphere 

 

 To make the most of their learning 
opportunities and allow others to do 
the same 

 To make mistakes in a safe 
emotional climate 

 To learn from their mistakes and 
support others when they make 
mistakes 

 To be listened to  To listen to others and allow others 
to listen 

PARENTS/CARERS 

RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES 
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 To be treated with respect 
 

 To treat all others in the school 
community with respect 

 To be kept informed about their 
child’s social and academic 
progress, be informed of any 
circumstances that may arise and 
have measures put in place to 
support their child 

 To attend parents’ meetings, 
maintain 2 way communication, 
inform the school of any 
circumstances that may affect their 
child and support any measures 
put in place to support their child  

 To be listened to  To listen in return 

 To have access to information on 
the school’s policies and practice 

 To read documentation provided 
and adhere to the school’s policies 
and practice 

 To have concerns taken seriously, 
have them investigated and if 
necessary, have measures put in to 
place 

 To take the school’s concerns 
seriously, find out the facts of any 
issues and support any measures 
that are put in place 

 
Golden Rules: 
 
Our policy is also based on our Golden Rules (Appendix A).  These rules are put into 
practice by being: 
 

 Displayed in corridors, the hall, in all classrooms and in the playground.  

 Exemplified in the form of pictures/Communicate in Print symbols around the 
school. 

 Discussed with pupils at the beginning of each school year so that pupils agree, 
feel involved and committed to them.   

 Discussed during assemblies, circle time. 

 Actively referred to by adults in the school to reinforce good behaviour. 
 
Looking for Positive Behaviour: 
 
At West Hove Infants we believe that good behaviour needs to be taught and that “what 
you pay attention to is what you get.”  We therefore base our systems on looking for 
and rewarding good behaviour.   
 
The guidelines we follow are:   
 

 Looking for the positive and being explicit in our praise helps pupils understand 
exactly what behaviour is appropriate 

 Adults need to model positive behaviour and relationships for pupils at all times 

 Anticipating and planning for positive behaviour works better than waiting for 
poor behaviour to happen 

 
Rewards we use include (in a general but not strict ascending order): 

 Verbal and non-verbal praise and positive reinforcement 

 Sharing and celebrating success in the Headteacher’s assembly 

 Stickers awarded for both academic and social effort and achievement  

 Telling parents good news about their child’s progress 
 

How we minimise poor behaviour: 
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In order to minimise poor behaviour we follow these general guidelines. 
 

 We check if the behaviour is the result of a pupil not being able to access the 
curriculum.  Good planning and differentiation for work and behaviour is 
essential. 

 By giving clear expectations of work and behaviour we give pupils clear aims 
and boundaries 

 We react in as calm a manner possible so we can de-escalate the situation 

 We know that distracting and defusing a situation is safer for children and adults 

 We know that good communication with parents/carers ensures a more settled 
child 

 Setting up positive and tailored behaviour support programmes for key pupils 
should they need it 

 Use of brain breaks proactively 
 
Rewards and consequences used in school 
 
While we always look for the positive we do recognise that at some point 
consequences may need to be used.  Some children may need some support in 
monitoring and moderating their behaviour. 
 
A consistent response to poor behaviour: 
 
 
We strive to ensure consistency in our responses to poor behaviour through the 
strategies outlined in the attached Positive Behaviour booklet.  Although it’s important 
for children to work within this system, some children may need adjusted measures to 
support them in behaving a positive way.  We are informed by the thinking; “Every child 
receives equality of opportunity rather than equality of provision”.  
 
In cases of persistent poor behaviour, the Headteacher, Head of School or 
SENCO may: 
 

 Call a meetings with the child’s parents 

 Consider internal seclusion (e.g. seclude to a different classroom or area of the 
school and/or to our other site)  

 Implement an Early Help Plan 

 Consider formal exclusion 
 
 
Excluding Pupils 
 
It is always our aim to work collaboratively with parents and families from the earliest 
stage in supporting children with significant behavioural and/or emotional needs. 
Excluding a pupil from school will only be used as a last resort and can only be done 
by the Headteacher or the Head of School acting in their absence. Where exclusion is 
considered seriously as a major option, the following factors are always considered 
very carefully: 
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 the severity of the behaviour in terms of the safety of other children, staff and 
other adults and the individual themselves; 

 significant damage to property; 

 specific background factors, frequency etc. (referring to any appropriate 
records) 

 
 
The Headteacher can exclude a child for: 
 

- a fixed period exclusion of  5 school days or fewer  in one term 
- a fixed period exclusion of more than 5 and up to and including 15 school days 

in total in one term – the Headteacher will arrange education for the child at a 
neighbouring school from the 6th day if necessary 

- a fixed period exclusion of more than 15 school days in total in one term 
- a permanent exclusion  

 
Governors have an appeal panel that will consider any exclusion matter.  . 
 
 
Recording of Incidents 
 
Where an incident results in an injury to a child, this is first recorded on CPOMS. 
More serious injuries to adult or child require an accident form to be completed. 
These are available from the school office. Any exclusions or racist incidents are 
logged according to LA guidelines.  
 

 
Physical Management 
 
It is our statutory duty to keep all children and our workforce safe. This means that 
there may be occasions when staff need to intervene physically in order to ensure the 
safety of individual children and others. This is in compliance with the Department of 
Education guidance. 
 
Please see out Physical Management Policy for further information. 
 
 
Support Available for Pupils: 
 
Staff at West Hove Infants always support pupils as much as possible in their 
academic, social and emotional needs.  At times teachers will look beyond the 
classroom and to the SENCO, Year Group Leader or Head of School to find additional 
sources of support.  
  
These sources may include: 

 

 Referral to Gifted & Talented Co-ordinator 

 Brighton & Hove Inclusion Support Service (BHISS) 

 CAMHS (Child and Adolescent & Mental Health Services) 
Support Available for Staff: 
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All staff no matter how experienced or inexperienced needs support with behaviour 
issues.   We assert the principle that to ask for help is a professional strength and 
create an atmosphere where staff sees seeking help as part of the solution. 
 

 Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator 

 Gifted & Talented co-ordinator 

 NQT Mentors 

 Support from dual placements e.g. Chailey, Pupil Referral Unit 

 Senior Leadership Team 

 Professionals from any of the above agencies 

 Local Authority Counselling Services 

 Peer Supervision 

 Supervision provided by Brighton & Hove Inclusion Support Service (BHISS) 

 Courses & Staff Meetings 
 
Support available for Parents/Carers: 
 

Supporting parents/carers is part of supporting pupils.   Parents need to be able to 
communicate their families’ needs to the school in a positive and open manner.  We 
encourage parents to approach class teachers in the first instance but recognise that 
there may be occasions when they may wish to initially share with another adult in 
school who then has the responsibility for keeping other relevant adults informed.  
Additional support for parents/carers may include: 
 

 CAMHS (Counselling & Mental Health Services) 

 AMAZE (support for parents with children who have SEN) 

 Mosaic (support for Black, Asian and/or Minority Ethnic families) 

 Social services 

 Health service professionals 
 
 
Monitoring of policy: 
 
This policy will be reviewed every three years.    
 
Links to other policies: 
 
This policy links to: 
Learning & Teaching Policy 
Health & Safety Policy 
PSHE+C Policy 
Able Pupil Policy 
Equalities Policy 
Physical Management Policy  
 
 
 
Updated: July 2017 
 
 

 West Hove Infants Golden Rules  

Appendices 
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West Hove Infant School 
Behaviour Protocol 

 

When managing a child’s behaviour: 

 A variety of interventions may be used at any time – staff will be guided by their 
professional judgement and knowledge of the child 

 Staff always take into consideration children’s individual needs and any SEN  

 Staff always offer pupils the chance to change their behaviour 

 Staff always use least intervention possible and attempt to de-escalate 

 Staff who work with a child on a regular basis know how to manage their 
behaviour best – involvement of SLT may escalate a situation rather than help 

 Involvement of SLT needs to be in line with the protocol outlined below 

 Appropriate physical management that may be used ranging from proximity to 
restraint if children are in danger of hurting themselves or others (see Physical 
Handling Policy for further information) 
 

 
It is always our aim to work collaboratively with parents and families from the earliest 
stage in supporting children with behavioural and/or emotional needs. For children 
causing concern this may be informal discussions between parent/carer and teacher. 
Where children are presenting with more serious challenging behaviour the school 
will arrange formal meetings with parents/carers involving outside agencies where 
necessary. The purpose of such meetings is always to establish the best way forward 
in the interest of the child. These meetings will be recorded and the main points 
circulated following the meeting. It is the responsibility of the parent to take the 
school’s concerns seriously and attend meetings as requested.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WEST HOVE INFANTS RISK AND INTERVENTION THRESHOLDS FOR VULNERABLE AND CHALLENGING 

CHILDREN 
Overview:  
When managing a child’s behaviour: 

A variety of interventions may be used at any time - staff will be guided by their professional judgement and knowledge of the child 

Staff always take into consideration children’s individual needs and any SEND 

Staff always offer pupils the chance to change their own behaviour 

Staff always use the least intervention possible and attempt to de-escalate using MAYBO techniques 

Appropriate physical management that may be used ranges from proximity to restraint if child is in danger of hurting themselves or others 

 

It is always our aim to work collaboratively with parents and families from the earliest stage in supporting children with behavioural and/or emotional needs, For children causing concern this may be informal 

discussions between parent/carer and teacher. Where children are presenting with more serious challenging behaviour the school will arrange formal meetings with parents/carers involving outside agencies 

where necessary. The purpose of such meetings is always to establish the best way forward in the interests of the child. These meetings will be recorded and the main points circulated following the meeting. It 

is the responsibility of the parent to take the school’s concerns. 

 

The table below summarises our protocol. It is not, however, a completely hierarchical or all-encompassing list. Children will often move in and out of different stages over time. A ‘best fit’ approach using our 

professional judgement is needed instead. 

 Possible 

Behaviours 

Interventions Actions 

 

CAUSING 

CONCERN 

 

Monitor and 

Assess: 

Attendance, 

Progress & 

Attainment 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1 

 

Routine classroom 

misbehaviour – not 
concentrating or on task, 

loudness, distracted, 

distracting, low level 

attention seeking. 

Check learning needs are met.  Eye 

contact, facial gestures, proximity 
Reminder of expectations. Positive 

reinforcement. Partial agreement.  

Take up time.  Chunk work into 

achievable sections with short term 

rewards. 

 Not recorded, the early stage, relationship based.  (Are they next to a pupil who they 

should be moved away from?) 

 Maybe activity based e.g. setting rules for ICT suite.   

 Use classroom rewards to motivate. 

 Use of visual timetables 

 Always remember to ‘catch’ good behaviour and celebrate in class 

 

 

 

Minor Misbehaviour 

Wandering about, calling out, 
interrupting teacher/other 

pupils, ignoring instructions, 

silly noises, talking at wrong 

time. 

Continued strategies from above.  

Follow strategies outlined in Positive 
Behaviour Booklet. 

 Not recorded apart.  Teacher makes expectations clear.  Clearly warn of consequences 

of continued poor behaviour, provide with structured choices.   

 Use classroom rewards to motivate.  

 Use of visual timetables. 

 Always remember to ‘catch’ good behaviour and celebrate in class 

 

 

Minor misbehaviour 

contd. Warnings ignored 

Repetition of stage 2 minor 
behaviour 

 

Continued strategies from above.  

Follow strategies outlined in Positive 

Behaviour Booklet. 

 Not recorded  

 Continual incidents may trigger discussion with SENCO or Year Group colleagues 

 Informal discussion with parents e.g. meet briefly after school, phone call home.   

 Clearly warn of consequences of continued poor behaviour, provide with structured 

choices 

 Continued use of positive behaviour management strategies.  

 Use of anger management strategies as appropriate e.g., scaling, calming down 

techniques 

 Always remember to ‘catch’ good behaviour and celebrate in class 
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FIRST 

RESPONSE 

 

Plan & Record: 

Build a picture 

Action Plan 

 

Stage 2 Misbehaviour 

Deliberately causing a 

disturbance, general refusal 

to do things, minor challenge 

to authority, annoying other 

pupils, throwing small items. 

 

Time Out for specified time to Year 

Group Leader. If teacher is Year 

Group Leader then send to Inclusion 

Key Worker for time out.  Child told 

of consequences to behaviour (Talk 

Time, missing playtime, lunchtime 

Nurture).  Follow through with stated 

consequences.   

 Record made on CPOMs using ‘Time Out’ category. 

 Year group colleagues involved for advice if required, informal contact with parents e.g. 

meet briefly after school, phone call home.  Discussions with parents logged on 

CPOMS. SLT alerted where parents do not attend requested meetings or return phone 

calls. 

 Possible referral/discussion with Inclusion Key Worker if persistent. 

 Behaviour Support Plan created if behaviour is persistent or becoming more serious.   

 Discussion with SENCo 

 Child targeted for lunchtime Nurture group 

 Continued use of positive behaviour management strategies / emotion management 

strategies.  

 Consider referral to Family Support Worker if appropriate. 

 

SPECIALIST 

SUPPORT 

 

Refer: 

Involve outside 

agencies 

 

Stage 5 

 

 

 

 

More serious  

A pattern of hurting 

someone, leaving class 

without permission, offensive 

name calling, challenge to 

authority, swearing or 

gesturing at people, 

absconding. 

Use MAYBO De-escalation Strategies.  

Ensure safety of all present.   

Seek help from IKW on call. 

Inform SLT. 

 Recorded on CPOMs as Behaviour Incident or Significant Behaviour Incident.  

 Involvement of Head of School/AHT/Head Teacher/SENCo. 

 Persistent behaviour at this level may result in internal seclusion (on site or across 

sites).  

 More formal contact with parents – Parents invited to attend regular formal meetings.  

 On-going Inclusion Key Worker involvement 

 Behaviour Support Plan.   

 Multi agency meeting may be required.  

 Family Support Worker referral if appropriate 

 

INTENSIVE 

SUPPORT 

 

Do & Review 

Stage 6 

 

 

 

Stage 4 

Very serious  

Seriously hurting someone. 

Repeatedly leaving class, 

fighting, verbal abuse of staff, 

vandalism, throwing large 

objects. 

Requires immediate involvement of 

SLT – telephone call and meeting with 

parents.   Possible seclusion (on site or 

across sites, possible fixed term 

exclusion.  

 Recorded on CPOMs as a Significant Behaviour Incident 

 Behaviour Support Plan required.   

 Continued involvement of SENCO/ Head of School/Head Teacher. 

 Referral to BILT.   

 On-going Inclusion Key Worker involvement 

 Regular formal contact with parents – minutes of meeting recorded and circulated to all 

attending 

 Multi-agency involvement 

 Advise parents of other family support available – Amaze, Mosaic. 

 Possible referral to Family Support Worker. 

 Chair of Governors informed due to child being at risk of exclusion. 

 

CRITICAL 

NEED 

 

Stage 5 

 

Extremely serious 

All previous interventions 

unsuccessful 

Ongoing serious and unsafe 

levels of behaviour risking 

harm to themselves and 

others. Significant 

impact on Learning & 

Progress 

Possible Fixed Term Exclusion.  

Meeting with Head/Deputy, Chair of 

Govs, class teacher, SENCO, parents 

& pupil.   

 Recorded on CPOMs as a Significant Behaviour Incident 

 Possible Fixed Term Exclusion. 

 See school/LA guidance on exclusions.  Plan reintegration programme.  Contact with 

external agencies /multi-agency approach continues.    

 Continued use of positive behaviour management strategies.  

 Head Teacher to meet with parents. 

 Consultation with Local Authority 
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Patterns of 

poor 

behaviour 

impacting on 

progress. 

 

 

Stage 3 
Misbehaviour 

Deliberately causing a 

disturbance, general refusal 

to do things, minor challenge 

to authority, annoying other 

pupils, throwing small items. 

 

Time Out for specified time to Year 

Group Leader. If teacher is Year 

Group Leader then send to Inclusion 

Key Worker for time out.  Child told 

of consequences to behaviour (Talk 

Time, missing playtime, lunchtime 

Nurture).  Follow through with stated 

consequences.   

 Record made on CPOMs using ‘Time Out’ category. 

 Year group colleagues involved for advice if required, informal contact with parents e.g. 

meet briefly after school, phone call home.  Discussions with parents logged on 

CPOMS. SLT alerted where parents do not attend requested meetings or return phone 

calls. 

 Possible referral/discussion with Inclusion Key Worker if persistent. 

 Behaviour Support Plan created if behaviour is persistent or becoming more serious.   

 Discussion with SENCo 

 Child targeted for lunchtime Nurture group 

 Continued use of positive behaviour management strategies / emotion management 

strategies.  

 Consider referral to BILT if appropriate. 

 

Increasingly 

poor 

behaviour 

impacting on 

progress. 

 

Patterns 

becoming 

embedded. 

 

 

Stage 5 

 

 

 

More serious  

A pattern of hurting someone, 

leaving class without 

permission, offensive name 

calling, challenge to authority, 

swearing or gesturing at 

people, absconding. 

Use MAYBO De-escalation Strategies.  

Ensure safety of all present.   

Seek help from IKW on call. 

Inform SLT. 

 Recorded on CPOMs as Behaviour Incident.  

 Involvement of Head of School/AHT/Head Teacher/SENCo. 

 Persistent behaviour at this level may result in internal seclusion (on site or across 

sites).  

 More formal contact with parents – Parents invited to attend regular formal meetings.  

 On-going Inclusion Key Worker involvement 

 Behaviour Support Plan.   

 Multi agency meeting may be required.  

 BILT referral if appropriate 
 

Stage 6 

 

Very serious  

Seriously hurting someone. 

Repeatedly leaving class, 

fighting, verbal abuse of staff, 

vandalism, throwing large 

objects. 

Requires immediate involvement of 

SLT – telephone call and meeting with 

parents.   Possible seclusion (on site or 

across sites, possible fixed term 

exclusion.  

 Recorded on CPOMs as a Behaviour Incident 

 Behaviour Support Plan required.   

 Continued involvement of SENCO/ Head of School/Head Teacher. 

 Referral to BILT.   

 On-going Inclusion Key Worker involvement 

 Regular formal contact with parents – minutes of meeting recorded and circulated to all 

attending 

 Multi-agency involvement 

 Advise parents of other family support available – Amaze, Mosaic. 

 Chair of Governors informed due to child being at risk of exclusion. 
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Critical Level 

 

Stage 7 

 

 

Extremely serious 

Extreme danger or violence, 

very serious challenge to 

authority, physical abuse of 

any individual  

Possible Fixed Term Exclusion.  

Meeting with Head of 

School/Executive Headteacher, Chair 

of Govs, class teacher, SENCO, 

parents & pupil.   

 Recorded on CPOMs as a Behaviour Incident 

 Possible Fixed Term Exclusion. 

 See school/LA guidance on exclusions.  Plan reintegration programme.  Contact with 

external agencies /multi-agency approach continues.    

 Continued use of positive behaviour management strategies.  

 Executive Head Teacher to meet with parents. 
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BEHAVIOUR FOR LEARNING’ GUIDANCE FOR STAFF 
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‘Ready to Learn’ 
All children begin at this stage at the start of 
each lesson and especially at the beginning 
of each day.  

 
 
 
 
 

Notes: We need children to move up the chart as often as possible. At this stage, all 
teachers will be using their usual, regular behaviour management strategies e.g. use of 
positive praise and discrete use of body language (standing by child who is behaving 
inappropriately) and/or verbally praising the child who setting the right example.  

‘Learning Powers’ 
If you observe any of the children using our 
‘learning powers’ move their names into this 
section.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: All classrooms should have a ‘learning 
powers’ display. This will reinforce this chart 
and ideally be placed near the carpet area 
for easy access and reference. This picture 
shows such a display underneath a 
whiteboard.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Learning Hero 
Any child showing very good examples of 
‘behaviour for learning’ moves to this 
section. 
 
 
 

 

‘Let everyone know you are a star’ 
Any child showing exceptional ‘behaviour for 
learning’ moves to this section. 
 
 

 

Notes: stickers are given when a child moves to this section.  

‘Think about it’ 
Repeated low level disruption e.g. calling 
out, not demonstrating ‘good sitting, 
listening, etc.’  
There will be a series of NON-VERBAL 
WARNINGS e.g. ‘the look’, moving children, 
light touch on shoulder. If these strategies 
have had no effect then the child’s name is 
placed on the thought bubble.  
 

 

Notes: adult looks at the child as their name is placed in this section. Ensure child sees this 
happening. For some children a coloured thought bubble will be required. 

‘Time to turn it around’ 
If child continues with low level disruption, a 
VERBAL WARNING is given. Child told that 
this is their last warning. 
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Notes: adult looks at the child as their name is placed in this section. Adult says the child’s 
name as this is being done.  

 
 
 
 
This section has several stages which are 
generally hierarchical dependent on a child’s 
behaviour. THIS IS A DETENTION AND NOT 
A TIME FOR DISCUSSION.   
 
See chart below…  

 
 
 

 
  
This guidance has been created to ensure consistency throughout the 

school.  
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Positive Behaviour  

 

Information Booklet for Parents 

 

‘Aim High and Smile’ 
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What is this booklet for? 

At West Hove Infants we work in partnership with parents/carers and 

keep them informed about school systems and policy.   

 

This booklet tells you: 

 About our behaviour  and relationships policy 

 How we reward pupils for good behaviour 

 How we deal with unacceptable behaviour 

 Support available for pupils and parents  

 What to do and who to talk to if you have concerns 

 
 

Our policy: 

Our Behaviour & Relationships Policy is updated on frequent basis.  (A full 

copy of the policy is available on request and on our Website).  The 

policy works on the following principles: 

 

1) All members of the school community have rights and 

corresponding responsibilities.   

2) We all have a right to an orderly school which fosters positive 

relationships and communication with others. 

3) Positive behaviour and social skills are actively taught through our 

PSHE (Personal, Social and Health Education) & SEAL (Social and 
Emotional Aspects of Learning) curriculum and through 

assemblies. 

4) Being positive encourages positive behaviour.  We all respond 

better to encouragement and support than to negative response. 

5) We believe that learning and teaching and behaviour are 

inextricably linked. We provide quality teaching which ensures 

pupils are interested in their work and less likely to misbehave.     

6) Just as some children need extra help with work some may need 

extra help with behaviour.   

7) Our policy and rules are clearly displayed and shared with 

everyone.   

1 
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How does West Hove Infants deal with bullying? 

 

We believe that everyone has the right to learn and work in a supportive, 

caring and safe environment without the fear of being bullied. We have a 

clear anti-bullying policy which is available on request or on our School 

website. 

 

Our policy defines bullying as being: 
 

1. on-going (it is not the same as conflict between two equals or 

random unprovoked aggressive acts or incidents); 

2. deliberate 

3. unequal – it involves a power imbalance. 

 

We minimise the opportunities for bullying through: 

 increased supervision at play and lunchtimes 

 staff vigilance – observing and listening 

 teaching and reinforcing anti-bullying messages through PSHE 

lessons and assemblies 

 recording incidents and looking for patterns / recurrences 

 encouraging everyone in school to treat each other with care and 

respect 

 

We deal with bullying by: 

 talking to the suspected victim, the suspected bully and any 

witnesses. 

 dealing quickly with complaints 

 supporting victims and disciplining perpetrators in line with our 

anti-bullying policy 

 

If you feel your child may be a victim of bullying behaviour please inform 

the School IMMEDIATELY.  Your complaint will be taken seriously and 

appropriate action will follow. 

 

 

9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West Hove Infant School Golden Rules 
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How do we promote positive behaviour in the classroom? 

 

This chart is on display in every classroom: 

 
 

 

3 

 

 

 
Staff will always support children as much as possible in their educational, 

social and emotional needs.  As well as consultation with parents, 

teachers may look for extra support for your child from:  

 

 The SENCO (Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator) 

 The Headteacher or Head of School 

 Inclusion Key Workers 

 Behaviour and Inclusive Learning Team (BILT) 

 Educational Psychologist  

 Speech, Language & Literacy Support Services (SLLSS)  

 Service for English as an Additional Language (EMAS) 

 Attendance Officer 

 ASD (Autistic Spectrum Disorder) Support Service 

 Child Protection Team 

 

Parents may also get extra support from: 

 

 CAMHS (Counselling and Mental Health Services) 

 AMAZE (support for parents with children who have SEN) 

 Mosaic ( support for black, Asian and mixed race families) 

 Social services 

 Health service professionals  

 Sensory Needs Service 

 Parenting groups/workshops in school  
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How do we manage behaviour at lunchtimes? 

We have an excellent team of MDSAs who actively promote positive play 

at lunchtimes through games and activities. At our School Road site, they 

are supported by Year 5 playground buddies from the Junior School. If a 

child misbehaves at lunchtime staff will initially give a verbal warning, then 

time out but may also send the child to a member of SLT. Any incidents are 

recorded and the class teacher informed at the end of playtime. Our 

Inclusion Key Workers provide additional support for children at 

lunchtimes.  

 

What should parents do if they are concerned about a behaviour incident? 

Whatever the problem we know that it can be very worrying and 

stressful for parents if they feel their child is “in trouble.”   We will always 

involve parents if an incident is serious or if the same small problem keeps 

happening.   If however you are concerned about anything please contact 

us as soon as possible. 

 

1) Please talk to the class teacher first.  They will often have first-

hand information of any incident. 

2) If needed other members of staff may be involved. 

 

Whatever happens we will always find the facts out first and then deal 

calmly with the problem.   
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How does the behaviour chart work?  

 

Ready to Learn  

All children begin at this stage at the start of each lesson and especially at the 

beginning of each day.  

 

Learning Powers  

When children demonstrate good learning behaviours in relation to our 

‘learning powers’ their names are moved into this section.  

 
 

Learning Hero  

Any child showing very good examples of ‘behaviour for learning’ moves to 

this section.  

 

Let everyone know you are a star  

Any child showing exceptional ‘behaviour for learning’ moves to this section 

and is sent to the Head of School for a certificate.  

 

Think about it  

Where there is low level disruption e.g. calling out, not demonstrating ‘good 

sitting, listening, etc.’ the child’s name will be moved here. This is an 

opportunity for the child to think about their behaviour. Some children may 

need support to ‘reset’ and be ready to learn.  

 

Time to turn it around  

If child continues with low level disruption, a further warning is given and the 

child is told that this is their last warning.  

 

Time Out  

At this point the child will be given time out. This may mean missing 5 

minutes of playtime, time out in another class or time out with the Head of 

School. 
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How does West Hove Infant School promote positive behaviour? 

 

Our Behaviour & Relationships Policy is based on our school Golden 

Rules.  These rules are displayed in every classroom and around the 

school. They are continually discussed with the children so that they 

agree, feel involved and are committed to them. They are actively taught 

during assemblies and circle time and are referred to by adults in the 

school to reinforce good behaviour. 

 

We also use a wide range of strategies to teach and promote positive 

behaviour which include:  

  

 Personal, Social, Health Education curriculum 

 Circle Time 

 Playground Buddies & Friendship Stop 

 Time Out/In 

 Lunchtime Nurture Club 

 Circles of Friends or peer support 

 Having a key adult to talk to 

 Restorative Justice 
 Individual Behaviour Plans,  

 Incidents or concerns being shared with all staff so that we can 

support children as a team.   

 
How are children rewarded for good behaviour & work? 

 

 Spoken praise, smiles & encouragement 

 Positive comments and reinforcement 

 Name on the ‘Sun’ picture 

 Marbles in the Jar/Stickers on chart and class treats 

 Reading Certificates 

 Sharing and celebrating success in assembly 

 Headteacher/Head of School stickers 

 Telling parents good news about their child 
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How do we minimise poor behaviour? 

 
We treat all pupils fairly and staff follow our behaviour policy ( a copy of 

which can be found on our website).  We take account of a pupil’s 

educational and emotional needs but must give clear expectations and 

boundaries so that our school is a safe and respectful place to be.  We 

react in a calm manner so that we can de-escalate the situation.  

 

Some children may need extra help and we may set up individual 

behaviour systems for them.  This is done with the child and their parent/ 

carer and recorded on an Individual Behaviour Plan. Our Inclusion Key 

Workers work to proactively support children with Social, Emotional and 

Behavioural difficulties.   

 

We always aim to keep parents informed and try to find a positive way to 

deal with the situation. If incidents are serious or persistent parents will 

always be informed. 
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